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Abstract

The distinct ways the COVID-19 pandemics has been unfolding in different countries
and regions suggest that local societal and governmental structures play an important
role not only for the the baseline infection rate, but also for the short-term and
long-term reaction to the outbreak. We propose to investigate the question of how
societies as a whole, and governments in particular, modulate the dynamics of a novel
epidemic using a generalization of the SIR model, the controlled SIR model. We posit
that containment measures are equivalent to a feedback between the status of the
outbreak and the reproduction factor. Short-term control of an outbreak, corresponds
in this framework to the reaction of governments and individuals to daily cases and
fatalities. The reaction to the cumulative number of cases or deaths, and not to daily
numbers, is captured in contrast by long-term control. We present the exact phase
space solution of the controlled SIR model and use it to quantify containment policies
for a large number of countries in terms of short- and long-term control parameters. We
find increased contributions of long-term control for countries and regions in which the
outbreak was suppressed substantially together with a strong correlation between the
strength of societal and governmental policies and the time needed to contain
COVID-19 outbreaks. Furthermore, for numerous countries and regions we identified a
predictive relation between the number of fatalities within a fixed period before and
after the peak daily fatality count which predicts the cumulative medical load of
COVID-19 outbreaks that should be expected after the peak. These results suggest
applicability of the proposed model not only for understanding the outbreak dynamics,
but also for predicting future cases and fatalities once the effectiveness of outbreak
suppression policies is established with sufficient certainty.

Author summary

The country specific dynamics of the COVID-19 pandemics has been suggests that local
societal response and governmental structures are critical both for the baseline infection
rate and the short-term and long-term reaction to the outbreak. Here we investigate
how societies as a whole, and governments, in particular, modulate the dynamics of a
novel epidemic using the controlled SIR model, a generalisation of a standard
compartmental model used for modelling the dynamics of infectious diseases. We posit
that containment measures correspond to feedback between the status of the outbreak
(the daily or the cumulative number of cases and fatalities) and the reproduction factor.
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We present the exact phase space solution of the controlled SIR model and use it to
quantify containment policies for a large number of countries in terms of model
parameters corresponding to long- and short-term control. Furthermore, we identified
for numerous countries a relationship between the number of fatalities within a fixed
period before and after the peak in daily fatalities. As the number of fatalities
corresponds to the number of hospitalised patients, the relationship can be used to
predict the cumulative medical load, once the effectiveness of outbreak suppression
policies is established with sufficient certainty.

1 Introduction 1

Epidemic outbreaks differ widely with respect to the parameters defining their 2

dynamics and societal impact, such as infection rate, fatality rate, and the rate of 3

critical cases requiring hospitalization. In order to gauge the effectiveness and 4

suitability of policies enacted for outbreak containment one needs therefore to discern 5

the outbreak parameters. However, in novel outbreak the precise assessment of any of 6

these quantities and a prediction of disease spreading is in practice a notoriously 7

difficult task [1]. Outbreak case data at early stages is often both noisy and biased [2], 8

which implies that core epidemiological parameters cannot be estimated with sufficient 9

precision. This is a hard limitation of any epidemics-forecasting approach, as small 10

differences in disease dynamical properties can lead to drastically different outcomes [3]. 11

However, in spite of these limitations, it is safe to assume that both individuals and 12

governments will react to a spread of a new infectious disease. Given the severity of the 13

COVID-19 outbreak [4], it is unsurprising that the raising case and fatality numbers not 14

only forced governments to impose lock-down measures [5, 6], but also motivated people 15

to avoid travelling and mass gatherings [7]. Hence, to understand the dynamics of 16

COVID-19 outbreak, we propose to model the feedback of spontaneous societal and 17

imposed governmental restrictions using a standard epidemic model that is modified in 18

one key point: the reproduction rate of the virus is not constant, but evolves over time 19

alongside with the disease in a way that leads to a ‘flattening of the curve’ [8]. The 20

basis of the proposed model is the SIR (Susceptible, Infected, Recovered) model, which 21

describes the evolution of a contagious disease for which immunity persists substantially 22

longer than the outbreak itself [9]. We extend the model by introducing a negative 23

feedback loop between the severity of the outbreak and the initial reproduction rate g0. 24

Our model contains two parameters, αX and αI , which control respectively the amount 25

of long- and short-term epidemic control. The first, αX , quantifies the contribution of 26

the cumulative case count X to the negative feedback loop. For the second parameter, 27

αI , short-term control, the growth rate is reduced when the current number of active 28

cases, I, is large. The resulting process is denoted the controlled SIR model. 29

The controlled SIR model draws its motivation from previous epidemiology 30

modelling. One of the first evidences showing that human behaviour affects spreading 31

dynamics [10, 11], came from the study of measles epidemics [12]. Generalizations of the 32

SIR model account for various effects of societal response to an outbreak, such as 33

self-isolation [13], contact-frequency reduction and quarantine [14], changes in human 34

mobility [15], together with the effects of geographic and societal networks [16], and of 35

explicit feedback loops [17]. For a detailed analysis, epidemiology models can be 36

extended to cover a range of additional aspects [18], with an example being the 37

distinction between symptomatic and asymptomatic cases [19]. These kind of complex 38

models are in general not accessible to an explicit analytic handling. It has also been 39

questioned, whether detailed modelling leads to improved predictions [1, 2], given that 40

field data is inherently noisy. 41

The controlled SIR model was recently introduced in [20], where the authors 42
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analysed long- or short-term control separately, but not arbitrary mixtures. In contrast, 43

we derive here an analytic solution for the controlled SIR model in the presence of both 44

long-term and short-term control. Additionally, we show that the descriptions of 45

COVID-19 field data is substantially improved when both short-term and long-term 46

control are included. For data analysis and model validation, we use publicly available 47

COVID-19 case and fatality counts for a wide range of countries and regions. 48

We find that the cumulative number of fatalities within a given period of a few 49

weeks before the peak number of daily fatalities increases by 30% for the same period 50

after the peak. Strikingly, this result is found to hold universally across all considered 51

countries and regions. In contrast to the universality with regard to the increase in 52

fatalities, substantial differences in the country-specific intrinsic reproduction factor and 53

short and long-term control parameters are found. A comprehensive theoretical 54

description based on an analytic solution of the controlled SIR model is given, together 55

with a detailed validation (based on simulated data) of the statistical inference used for 56

estimation of the country specific parameters. We also evaluate search-engine based 57

measures quantifying the effectiveness of lock-down measures and the impact of 58

structural factors (e.g. population density) on the infection rate and doubling time. 59

Finally, we conclude that the controlled SIR model allows precise quantification of the 60

outbreak dynamics, and provides a predictive framework for assessing the effectiveness 61

of containment measures and future medical load. 62

2 Results 63

In the following we will use the symbol X to denote cumulative case counts, both for 64

field data and for theory results. The number of new cases, which are typically reported 65

in official COVID-19 datasets on a daily basis, we will denote with ∆X. We will add a 66

time tag subscript d to denote reported counts on a specific day. In that case, the 67

following sum rule holds: Xd =
∑
d′′≤d ∆Xd′′ . In analogy, we denote with F and ∆F 68

cumulative and daily fatalities, respectively. Importantly, the model presented here is 69

explicitly defined for one isolated epidemic outbreak. Our analysis focuses thus 70

exclusively on the initial outbreak, as defined in more details in Data smoothing / peak 71

definition. 72

2.1 Controlled SIR model 73

The logic of an infectious disease is described by the SIR model, 74

τ Ṡ = −g S
N
I, τ İ =

(
g
S

N
− 1

)
I, τṘ = I (1)

which takes the number of susceptible S = S(t), infected I = I(t) and recovered 75

(removed) individuals R = R(t), as constituents variables [21]. The sum, S + I +R = N , 76

is assumed to be constant at all times t, as the population size N is approximately 77

unchanged over the course of the the outbreak. In its basic formulation, the SIR model 78

is characterized by a timescale, τ , and a dimensionless reproduction factor, g. 79

Note that the Eq. (1) describes an uncontrolled isolated outbreak in an environment 80

that does not react to the disease. In reality, counter measures will be taken either 81

spontaneously by the general public, or will be imposed by governmental institutions. 82

As a result the reproduction factor will fall below its intrinsic value, which we denote 83

with g0. We posit that reactions to the unfolding of the epidemic are based either on 84

the current situation (the current active cases, I) or on the overall history of the 85
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outbreak (the total cases X = N − S). Formally, we can express this dependence as 86

g =
g0

1 + αX
X
N + αI

I
N

,

{
αI ≥ 0 : short-term control

αX ≥ 0 : long-term control
(2)

Note that the functional form in Eq. (2) parallels the law of diminishing return [22], 87

which reflects the intuition that containment becomes progressively harder. 88

The controlled SIR model, Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2), can be solved exactly (see 89

Sect. Exact solution of the controlled SIR model for more details). The exact solution 90

corresponds to the following relation 91

I(X) =
g0 + αX
g0 − αI

X +N

(
g0 + αX
g0 − αI

+
1 + αX
αI

)[(
1− X

N

)αI/g0
− 1

]
, (3)

which we will use throughout the paper to illustrate the time independent phase-space 92

representation of the data, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that both long- and short-term 93

control reduce the severity of an outbreak with respect to the uncontrolled case, 94

αX = αI = 0, however with distinct shapes of the phase space trajectories. The 95

phase-space (XI) representation tends to be stretched for short-term control and 96

parabola-like for long-term control [20]. 97

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
X / N

0.01

0.02

0.03

I/
N

(Xpeak, Ipeak) / N

Xmax / N

g0 = 1.3 X = 0 , I = 0
X = 1 , I = 0
X = 0 , I = 10

Xmax / N

Fig 1. Short and Long-term control. Outbreaks are contained when either
short-term or long-term control is present, see Eqs. (1) and (2). Long-term control
(αX > 0, αI = 0) produces more symmetrically confined outbreaks than short-term
control (αX = 0, αI > 0).

The maximum of I, the peak rate Ipeak, is obtained for 98

Xpeak

N
= 1 −

(g0 + αX
g0 − αI

)/(
αI
g0

(
g0 + αX
g0 − αI

+
1 + αX
αI

))
g0

αI−g0

. (4)

From (4) one obtains Ipeak via (3). 99
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2.2 Data validation 100

As an example of the COVID-19 data examined we present in Fig. 2 the timeline of the 101

outbreak for the US state. Also shown is a comparison of several publicly available data 102

sources (see Sect. Data sources for details). For most daily values the John Hopkins and 103

ECDC data agree, as illustrated in Fig. 2b for the case of Spain, Turkey and Germany. 104

For the latter, the case counts published by the Robert Koch Institute have been added. 105

Spain is a special case, as the official counting criteria did see a major revision end of 106

May 2020 [23]. 107
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Fig 2. COVID-19 outbreak examples. Left: The timeline of the daily new
infections for the US states. The curves are in part strongly asymmetric with respect to
the time it take for the outbreak to build up and to recede. A second, prominent peak is
present. Right: For the XI-representation daily counts are plotted as a function of total
counts. For Spain, Germany and Turkey a comparison of ECDC (European Center of
Disease Control), the John Hopkins, and the RKI (Robert Koch Institute, Germany)
data. Seven day moving averages have been used. Note the substantial scattering of the
later-stage COVID-19 data for Spain, which is due to changes of official counting
protocols. For the data sources see Sect. Data sources.

A key focus of the present study concerns the evolution of fatality counts. For the 108

analysis we concentrated on countries with cumulative death toll of at least 1000, a 109

number which we found to allow for a robust analysis. 110

2.3 Fatalities rescaling 111

In practice, not all active cases (infected individuals) are detected and reported, with 112

the consequence that the official numbers of daily cases, and likewise the total number, 113

is subject to under-counting. Furthermore, even when an infected individual is 114

identified, the report is normally delayed from the moment of the infection to the 115

occurrence of symptoms, and subsequent positive testing, a process taking up to several 116

weeks [24,25]. Individuals identified as infected are most of the time isolated 117

(quarantined) and the possibility that they further spread the disease is minimal. Hence, 118

from the perspective of the outbreak dynamics, daily cases counts are an indicator for 119

the number of individual changing from the group of infectious to the removed 120

individuals R, which are the ones unable to spread the disease. 121

Miscounting is present also for official fatality counts, but to a reduced extent [26]. 122

It is possible to estimate the extent to which the history of fatalities and infections trace 123

each other in phase space, by comparing the functional dependence of (X,∆X) and 124

(F,∆F ): 125

(X,∆X) ←→ fF (F,∆F ) . (5)
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Fig 3. COVID-19 cases vs. fatalities. Daily new cases ∆X as a function of the
total case count, X (blue) and the rescaled daily fatalities, ∆F → fF∆F , as a function
of the rescaled total death count, F → fFF (orange). The rescaling factors fF , given in
brackets (first number), have been determined by aligning the initial slopes ∆F/F and
∆X/X. The accuracy of the rescaling, SF , measured as the relative area difference
(shaded area over total area, see Eq. (6)), is given in the brackets (second number).
Shown are countries and regions with the highest cumulative fatality counts, out of the
ones considered here, as listed in Table 1. The data has been terminated once ∆X has
fallen by 70%, which we use to define the first outbreak.

A rational for this procedure is presented within Approximate integration. 126

In Fig. 3 we show the relationship between daily cases and daily fatalities for the 127

countries and US states with the highest death tolls. For some countries, like Italy, the 128

rescaling procedure (5) works surprisingly well. The accuracy can be gauged by 129

SF =
1

Xtot

∑
d

∣∣∆Xd − fF∆Fd
∣∣ , (6)

which corresponds to the percentage-wise miscounting of the daily cases ∆Xd with 130

respect to rescaled daily fatalities fF∆Fd. Note that SF → 1 when the rescaling factor 131

fF is set to zero, since Xtot =
∑
d ∆Xd and |∆Xd| = ∆Xd. 132

In Table 1 the scaling accuracies in terms of SF are listed for all countries and US 133

state examined. Values of the order 10%-20% are typical. The quality of the matching 134

suggest that the respective under-counting factors are stable, and not changing 135

substantially over time. The results presented in Fig. 3 indicate also that other factors, 136

like the success of medical treatments, seem to have changed comparatively little over 137

the observation period, here d < d′, where the d′ is the cut-off date for the first peak 138

defined in Data smoothing / peak definition. 139

The rescaling factors fF reported in Table 1 have been determined separately for 140

each country and US state by aligning the initial slopes ∆X/X and ∆F/F . The 141

rational is that the initial phase of an outbreak corresponds to the exponential-growth 142
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Table 1. Model and data analyses parameters. The effective reproduction factor
g0 estimated from the (F,∆F ) representation, the relative fraction L/(L+ S) of
long-term control, defined by Eq. (8), together with the rescaling factor fF and the
accuracy SF of fatalities to case-count scaling, defined by Eq. (6). Also listed is the
timescale Tτ used for evaluating Fbefore/Fafter (the number of fatalities per time
before/after the peak) in Fig. 5, and the cutoff date d′, given by the date at which the
daily new cases ∆X of the first peak of the Covid-19 outbreak have dropped by 70%
with respect to the maximum.

Region g0 L/(L+ S) fF SF Tτ d′

Canada 1.17 0.35 11 0.12 29 2020-06-08
France 1.30 0.51 5 0.10 19 2020-04-29
Spain 1.39 0.32 9 0.18 16 2020-05-01

Netherlands 1.38 0.20 7 0.16 18 2020-05-11
Germany 1.21 0.49 21 0.14 22 2020-05-15

Italy 1.28 0.31 7 0.04 21 2020-05-06
Turkey 1.19 0.52 35 0.07 23 2020-05-18

Portugal 1.42 0.20 23 0.18 18 2020-06-05
Romania 1.13 0.77 14 0.12 29 2020-06-05

UK 1.29 0.30 5 0.23 20 2020-05-28
US, NY 1.31 0.43 12 0.14 17 2020-05-07
US, NJ 1.27 0.31 11 0.09 20 2020-05-22
US, MI 1.24 0.40 10 0.17 22 2020-05-22
US, GA 1.30 0.05 25 0.21 29 2020-06-29
US, IL 1.12 0.41 21 0.18 35 2020-06-24

US, MA 1.22 0.35 13 0.15 25 2020-06-04
US, PA 1.16 0.49 12 0.16 29 2020-06-06

phase, for which the rescaling has to hold when circumstances do not change. The 143

reason is that both case and death counts increase in the exponential phase with the 144

same doubling time, with the delay of the fatalities contributing multiplicative to the 145

rescaling factor fF . 146

2.4 Modeling fatality dynamics with an effective SIR model 147

The data presented in Fig. 3 indicates, as discussed above, that death and case counts 148

of reported COVID-19 data rescale approximately. It is hence of interest to examine to 149

which extent one can extract the characteristics of an outbreak directly from the fatality 150

counts, which tend to be more reliable. For this purpose one could add a variable F to 151

the SIR model and evaluate fatalities directly from first principles. Here we use the fact 152

that I and F are necessarily related (only infected can die), modulo a time lag, which 153

becomes however irrelevant in the XI phase-space representation. For this purpose, we 154

use the following mapping between reported daily and total fatalities and the variables 155

X = 1− S and I of the SIR model, Eq. (1): 156

(X, I) ←→ f̃F (F,∆F ) . (7)

The rescaling factor defined here, f̃F , is in general different from the one used in Eq. (5). 157

In Fig. 4 a direct comparison of the exact phase-space trajectories (X, I) obtained for 158

the controlled SIR model with reported death counts is presented. To this extent the 159

development of ∆F vs. F in phase space has been fitted using the exact solution Eq. (3) 160

and an appropriated rescaling factor f̃F in Eq. (7). Note that we have estimated the 161

free model parameters only from the data associated to the initial outbreak, for dates 162
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d < d′, as explained in Data smoothing / peak definition. The data not considered for 163

the loss function is indicated in Fig. 4 by lighter hue markers. 164
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Fig 4. COVID-19 containment policies. Daily fatalities ∆F as a function of total
death counts F . Comparison of data (seven-day centred averages, filled circles) and
theory (lines). Points with lighter hue correspond to dates d > d′ not part of the
parameter estimation. The theory corresponds to optimal fits of the exact solution (16)
of the controlled SIR model, Eqs. (1) and (2). The relative importance of long-term
control, L/(L+ S), as defined by Eq. (8), is given, together with the model based
estimate of the total death toll, Ftot (assuming a single Covid-19 peak/outbreak).

Overall, the observed COVID-19 outbreaks can be described well using a mixture of 165

long and short-term control, parametrized respectively by αX and αI . An overview of 166

the extracted parameters is presented in Table 1. It is important to recall that the 167

growth factor g0 of the effective SIR model used for the description of the fatality 168

dynamics in terms of an (X, I) representation does not correspond to the medical 169

growth factor R0. Instead, the comparison presented in Fig. 4 shows that it is possible 170

to model the evolution of official fatality statistics directly in terms of an effective SIR 171

model. 172

2.5 Tracing containment policies via fatality dynamics 173

The use of an effective SIR model to describe fatality statistics, as in Fig. 4, allows to 174

extract containment policies, the key rational for this procedure. In absolute terms, the 175

contributions αXX and αII to the reduction of g vary strongly as function of time. We 176

use therefore the respective values at the peak of daily fatalities, which correspond via 177

(7) to the peak fraction Xpeak of total cases, as given by (4), and to the corresponding 178

fraction of active cases, Ipeak. 179

Hence, we use the following relation 180

L

L+ S
≡ αXX

αXX + αII

∣∣∣∣
X=Xpeak,I=Ipeak

, (8)

for a relative gauge, L/(L+ S), that quantifies the fraction of control due to long-term 181

control. Here L stays for ’long’ and S for ’short’. The extracted values of L/(L+ S) are 182

given in Table 1. For the countries shown in Fig. 4 one observes, characteristically, that 183

the epidemics decreases fast for countries with large fractions of long-term control, and 184

slower when short-term control dominates. Long-term control is therefore substantially 185

more efficient in containing an epidemic outbreak. 186
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2.6 Universal fatality increase after the peak 187

People dying of a COVID-19 infection have been typically on intensive care beforehand, 188

which implies that the medical load is roughly proportional to the number of fatalities 189

incurring on a daily basis. Of interest is, in this regard, whether the average medical 190

load decreases or increase after the peak of the outbreak has been reached, in particular 191

when averaged over a timescale Tτ of several weeks. 192

We denote with Fbefore, and respectively with Fafter, the number of deaths occurring 193

in the Tτ days before/after daily fatalities peaked, ∆Fpeak = I(Xpeak)/f̃F , as 194

determined by Eqs. (3) and (7). The reference period Tτ is determined in our analysis 195

by measuring the number of days that passed between fτ∆Fpeak and ∆Fpeak, that is 196

between a small initial daily fatality count, fτ∆Fpeak, and the peak medical load 197

∆Fpeak. See Fig. 5 for an illustration. We took fτ = 0.1 when possible, namely when 198

the data for the same number of days after the peak was available and within the 199

observation period. Otherwise the time span from ∆Fpeak to the end of the reported 200

timeline (or d′) was taken. 201
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Fig 5. Fatalities before and after the peak – data. The observed numbers of
fatalities Fbefore and Fafter incurring over a time span Tτ before/after the peak of the
outbreak. Left: Procedure illustration. See the Methods Section for the determination
of Tτ . Right: All observed ratios Fafter/Fbefore are close to 1.3. The linear fit
corresponds to a linear regression with fixed intercept (R2 = 0.994). Per time, on
average 30% more death incur after the peak.

For all countries and US states examined, Fafter is plotted as a function of Fbefore in 202

Fig. 5. One finds a near to perfect linear relationship 203

Fafter ≈ 1.3Fbefore , (9)

which is quite remarkable. For the linear regression with fixed intercept we find 204

R2 = 0.994. It implies, that the average medical load is predictably 30% higher after 205

the peak, than before. Given that there is a time delay between the onset of an 206

infection and the eventual fatality, a certain increase was to be expected. The finding 207

that this holds for a wide range of countries and regions, is however highly non-trivial. 208

This result facilitates in our view the planning for COVID-19 specific hospital capacities. 209

The stable relationship between medical load before and after the peak fatalities is in 210

particular surprising in the view that the functional developments of COVID-19 211

outbreaks varies considerably, as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. 212

In Fig. 6 we present the ratio Xafter/Xbefore of the cumulative numbers of cases 213

occurring in the controlled SIR model during the above defined period Tτ before and 214

after the peak. The theoretical estimates have been obtained keeping g0 = 1.25 fixed 215
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Fig 6. Fatalities before and after the peak – theory. For a fixed g0 = 1.25
simulation of the controlled SIR model for the ratio of average fatalities after and before
the infection peak. Compare Fig. 5. A large number of simulations over a range of αX
and αI have been reordered in terms of per population infection peak, Ipeak/N , and of
the percentagewise contribution L/(L+ S) of long-term control. For most countries
Ipeak/N is typically of the order of 10−4 or smaller.

(see 1), scanning a wide range of αX and αI . Note that the field data, which is also 216

given, scatters somewhat around the 1.3 ratio, an effect which is not as evident when 217

using alternative representations, as in Fig. 5. 218

Given that case and fatality counts are related (re-scalable) for many countries, as 219

illustrated in Fig. 3, the results presented in Fig. 6 can be understood as a first step 220

towards an understanding why the ratio Fafter/Fbefore is of the order of 1.3 for the field 221

data, as shown Fig. 5. In fact one observes in Fig. 6 that two conditions are necessary 222

for Xafter/Xbefore to be of the order of 1.3, or slightly larger. Firstly, the per-population 223

peak fraction of infected, Ipeak/N needs to be small, of the order of 10−4 or smaller, 224

which is typically the case for field data. Secondly, control is dominated by short-term 225

control, with long-term control contributing only in a minor way. This condition also 226

holds, albeit only to a certain extent, given that L/(L+ S) is generically smaller than 227

0.5; see Table 1 for details. 228

The data presented in Fig. 6 indicates that the size of the relative infection count 229

and the type of containment policy enacted influence relative medical loads. Further 230

research is however necessary to clarify why Fafter/Fbefore ≈ 1.3 holds to the observed 231

precision. 232

2.7 Influence of initial social distancing 233

Google compiled changes in search-engine queries that are indicative of increasing social 234

distancing, with an example being a reduction of inquiries concerned with traveling to 235

the workplace. Using an average of several indicators, we compiled the Google social 236

distancing index (GSDI); see Google social distancing index (GSDI) for details. 237

Numerically the index is gauged with respected to its pre-Corona value. 238

In Fig. 7 we show the correlation between the GSDI and the ratio ∆F/F between 239

reported daily fatalities ∆F and total fatalities F . As examples we selected France, 240

Spain, Italy, New York and New Jersey. In orders of magnitude the Google social 241

distancing index dropped by about 80% for the European countries shown, and by about 242

60% for the US states. In Fig. 7f the GSDI is shown as a function of per capita fatality 243

rates. The general trend is that the GSDI acquires somewhat lower values for European 244

countries, with respect to US states, together with a comparative pronounced recovery. 245

There is a certain spread in the total fatalities F needed for social distancing to be 246
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Fig 7. Fatalities vs. social distancing. Comparison of the Google social distancing
index (GSDI), as defined in Google social distancing index (GSDI), with COVID-19
fatalities. a)-e) For France, Spain, Italy, New York and New Jersey. Shown is the ratio
∆F/F of the daily fatalities ∆F and the total death count F (filled circles), a linear fit
between 2%-20% of the fatality peak (marked circles), and the respective GSDI. The
slope has been used to calculate g0 in accordance to Eq. (21). f) The GSDIs on an
expanded scale, now as a function of fatalities per capita (per 100,000). The selected
European countries and US states show distinct behaviors.

fully developed, as shown in Fig. 7. In per capita terms, the GSDI dropped however fast 247

in all countries and US state examined. 248

3 Methods 249

3.1 Data sources 250

COVID-19 data sources used are the public GitHub repository of the John Hopkins 251

Center for Systems Science and Engineering (JHU-CSSE) [27], the European Center for 252

Disease Control open COVID-19 data (ECDC) [28], and the German Robert Koch 253

Institute [29] (RKI). If not otherwise stated we used ECDC for country-specific data 254
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and JHU-CSSE for US states. A comparison is presented in Fig. 2. 255

3.2 Data smoothing / peak definition 256

The real-world epidemics reports are intrinsically noisy, with common sources of noise 257

being report delays and under- or over-counting [30]. All data sources used show strong 258

fluctuations with a seven day period. Accordingly, we utilize a seven-day centred 259

moving average for data preprocessing. 260

Due to a multitude of errata in the data sets, it is also necessary to filter out 261

impossible measurements, such as negative daily new cases or fatalities. As a remedy we 262

dropped dates with negative daily fatalities ∆Fd < 0. In these isolated cases the 7-day 263

centered moving average is evaluated over the remaining seven data points, spanning 264

eight actual days. 265

Endemic phases and second waves follow in most countries the initial Covid-19 266

outbreak, with the reason being that policies are generically relaxed when the first wave 267

has been contained to a certain extent. The here developed framework, the controlled 268

SIR model, is based in contrast on the assumption that containment policies, in terms 269

of αX and αI , are constant, with the consequence that the controlled SIR model 270

describes a single contained outbreak, and not a series of waves. However, only a well 271

defined peak is needed for a reliable analysis, and not that the epidemic is fully 272

eradicated. Our framework is therefore well suited to analyze the first wave of a 273

Covid-19 epidemic, during which the containment feedback parameters αX and αI can 274

be assumed to not change substantially. 275

To be specific, we define a cut-off date d′ as the day on which the number of daily 276

new fatalities has fallen by 70% compared to the first peak: ∆Fd′ = 0.3∆Fpeak. Here 277

∆Fpeak denotes the maximum number of daily new fatalities in the 7-day centered 278

moving average. This criterion is used to isolate the first outbreak, d < d′, from the 279

subsequent course of the epidemic. The dates d′ used are listed in Table 1. 280

3.3 Google social distancing index (GSDI) 281

The Google COVID-19 mobility data describes changes in a range of mobility-related 282

activities, each measured with respect to corresponding Google search queries [31]. We 283

define a “Google social distancing index” (GSDI) as the the average of the three 284

categories “workplaces”, “retail and recreation” and “transit stations”, which are given 285

respectively by the percentage-wise activity drop relative to their pre-COVID-19 286

baselines. The GSDI is presented in Fig. 7. 287

3.4 Exact solution of the controlled SIR model 288

The phase-space trajectory of the controlled SIR model, Eqs. (1) and (2), can be 289

derived expressively. For the derivation we extend an approach used elsewhere for the 290

case of pure long-term control [20], starting with 291

dI

dS
=
N + αXX + αII

g0 · S
− 1,

dI

dS
− αII

g0S
= N

1 + αX
g0S

− 1− αX
g0

. (10)

In order to obtain total differentials, one multiplies Eq. (10) with the auxiliary function 292

F (S) = S−αI/g0 ,
dF

dS
=
−αI
g0

S−(αI/g0)−1 , (11)

with the result 293

F
dI

dS
+ I

dF

dS
= −N 1 + αX

αI

dF

dS
− g0 + αX

g0
F , (12)
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where the left-hand side is now equivalent to d(FI)/dS. Integration yields 294

FI = −N 1 + αX
αI

F − g0 + αX
g0

1

1− αI/g0
S1−αI/g0 + C , (13)

or 295

I = −N 1 + αX
αI

− g0 + αX
g0 − αI

S + CSαI/g0 . (14)

The starting condition I(S=N) = 0 determines the integration constant as 296

C = N1−αI/g0
[

1 + αx
αI

+
g0 + αX
g0 − αI

]
, (15)

which leads to the final expression 297

I =
g0 + αX
g0 − αI

X +N

(
g0 + αX
g0 − αI

+
1 + αX
αI

)[(
1− X

N

)αI/g0
− 1

]
≡ f(X, θ) . (16)

The two formal divergences on the right-hand side, αI → 0 and αI → g0, are well 298

behaved. The first limit, αI → 0, is obtained using 299(
1− X

N

)αI/g0
= eαI log(1−XN )/g0 ≈ 1 + αI ln

(
1− X

N

)
/g0 , (17)

which reduces Eq. (16) to the XI representation with long-term control [20] 300

I
∣∣
αI→0

=
αX + g0

g0
X +N

1 + αX
g0

ln

(
1− X

N

)
. (18)

The formal divergence in the XI representation of mixed control Eq. (16) occurring 301

when αI ≈ g0 cancels equivalently. To see this consider the expansion of 302(
1− X

N

)αI/g0
=

(
1− X

N

)αI/g0−1+1

=

(
1− X

N

)
e
αI−g0
g0

ln(1−XN )

≈
(

1− X

N

)[
1 +

αI − g0

g0
ln

(
1− X

N

)]
, (19)

which leads to 303

I
∣∣
αI→g0

≈ −1 + αX
αI

X −N · g0 + αX
g0

(
1− X

N

)
ln

(
1− X

N

)
+O(|αI − g0|1) . (20)

An important point is that the starting slope of Eq. (16), 304

dI

dX

∣∣∣
X→0

=
g0 − 1

g0
, (21)

is universal, viz independent of αI and αX . For the derivation of Eq. (21) one uses 305(
1− X

N

)αI/g0
≈ 1− αI

g0N
X. This relation has been used to calculate g0 in Fig. 7. 306

3.5 Approximate integration 307

Most Covid-19 datasets, contain, among other measures, the total known number of 308

infected people Xd and the total number of fatalities Fd up to day d. For a period ∆t of 309

one day, daily cases correspond to the change in total cases ∆Xd = Xd+∆t −Xd. 310
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Equivalently, daily fatalities are equal to the change in the total number of fatalities 311

∆Fd = Fd+∆t − Fd. We will consider the reports of daily fatalities more accurate in 312

general than daily cases (or daily recovered) as under or over counting is less severe. In 313

what follows we will demonstrate how one can relate daily cases and daily fatalities to 314

the infection rate g(t), and to the XI representation. 315

Eq. (1) can be expressed as 316

τẊ = g
N −X
N

I, τ
d

dt
ln I =

(
g
N −X
N

− 1

)
, τ Ṙ = I . (22)

Integrating Eq. (22) between d and d+ ∆t we obtain 317

∆Xd =
1

τ

∫ d+∆t

d

g(t′)

(
N −X(t′)

N

)
I(t′) dt′

Id+∆t = Id exp

[
1

τ

∫ d+∆t

d

(
g(t′)

N −X(t′)

N
− 1

)
dt′

]

∆Rd =
1

τ

∫ d+∆t

d

I(t′) dt′

(23)

Following the approximate integration steps presented in [32], we assume that the 318

quantities of interest, X(t), I(t), and g(t) are piecewise constant within [d, d+ ∆t). 319

Hence, after setting the integration interval to one day, ∆t = 1, we get the following set 320

of difference equations 321

Id+1 ≈ Id exp

[
1

τ

(
gd
N −Xd

N
− 1

)]

∆Xd ≈
1

τ
gd(N −Xd)Id

∆Rd ≈
1

τ
Id

(24)

Individuals are removed, ∆Rd, when recovering, or when dying, which implies 322

∆Fd = cF∆Rd, or when quarantined, ∆Qd = cQ∆Rd. We denote here with Qd the 323

number invididuals that are infected, but unable to infect other, either because they are 324

quarantined at home, or because they are hospitalized. In general cF + cQ < 1 and 325

cQ > cF . Using Eq. (24) we obtain two approximate relations for the evolution of daily 326

quarantined and deaths, 327

∆Qd ≈ (cQ/τ)Id

∆Fd ≈ (cF /τ)Id
. (25)

In practice, people tested positive will be advised to quarantine, or hospitalized. In view 328

that the officially reported new cases, ∆Xd, correspond to the number of positive 329

Covid-19 tests outcomes, one has, with Eq. (25), that ∆Xd ∼ ∆Qd ∼ Id ∼ ∆Fd, and 330

hence that ∆Xd scales approximately with ∆Fd. We believe that this reasoning explains 331

the observed approximate scaling between case- and death counts, as shown in Fig. 3. 332

As a further test of the procedure outlined above we compare in Fig. 8 the solution 333

of the controlled SIR model with simulated data. Here we obtained g = g(t) by 334

numerical integrating Eq. (1), using a 7/6 Runge-Kutta integration [33], with the 335

phase-space representation matching the analytic expression, Eq. (3). Using Eq. (25) 336

the timeline of infected, I(t), was used to generate simulated data for daily fatalities, 337

∆Fd, which in turn yields the cumulative death count Fd =
∑
d′′≤d ∆Fd′′ . As a last step 338

we rescaled via Eq. (7), (X, I)=̂f̃F (F,∆F ), comparing the such obtained simulated 339

data, (X, I), with the direct solution of the controlled SIR model. The agreement 340

between the direct solution and simulated data is remarkably good. 341
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Fig 8. Solutions of the controlled SIR model vs. simulated data. Comparison
of g(t) and I(X) obtained numerically (solid lines) and from simulated daily fatalities
(diamonds). See Eq. (2) for the effective reproduction factor g = g(t) and Eq. (16) for
the XI representation. Simulated daily and total fatalities were generated from
numerically obtained active cases as ∆Fd ∝ I(t = d), and Fd =

∑d
d′=1 ∆Fd. Hence

diamonds correspond to a points for which Xd =
∑d
d′=1 Id′ . Similarly, the recovered gd

are obtained from the following relation gd =
(
τ ln Id+1

Id
+ 1
)
·
(
N−Xd
N

)
. Identical initial

conditions have been used for all cases, X(0) = 10, I(0) = 10, R(0) = 0, g(0) = 1.5, and
N = 106. See Approximate integration for details.

3.6 Parameter estimation 342

To fit the parameters of the controlled SIR model to the publicly available outbreak 343

datasets, we have used the theoretical phase relation Eq. (3). The best fitting parameter 344

values are obtained by direct minimization of the following loss function 345

U =
∑
d

wd
[
fF∆Fd − I (fFFd)

]2
, (26)

where the weights wd = Fd − Fd−1 = ∆Fd ensure that long stretches of days with low 346

fatality numbers, which are common at the beginning and the end of an epidemic, do no 347

dominate. An optimization that weighs every data point equally, i.e. least squares, 348

overestimates the early and in the case of one isolated outbreak the late stages of the 349

epidemic outbreak. The rescaling factors fF used are the ones presented in Table 1. 350

The minimization of Eq. (26) in respect to the parameter set {αX , αI , g0} has been 351

performed using Newton‘s method for optimization implemented in Julia by [34]. To 352

prevent division by zero the denominators of Eq. (3) have been shifted by εi = 0.01i in 353

the complex plane before taking the real part. 354

3.7 Simulation 355

The theoretical values of the ratio of average cases after and before the infection peak 356

presented in Fig. 6 were calculated simulating the controlled SIR model Eq. (1). The 357

numerical integration was performed using the SciMl implementation of Jim Verner’s 358

“most efficient” 7/6 Runge-Kutta method [33]. Unless stated otherwise, the simulations 359

were run for τ = 1.1 and g0 = 1.2. The population has been initialized with 360

I(t = 0) = 10−10N . For every αX and αI we calculated the peak medical load Ipeak 361

using Eq. (4) and Eq. (3). The percentage-wise contribution L/(L+ S) of long-term 362

control Eq. (8) are evaluated at the point of peak infection rates. 363

Note that it is not possible to simulate different trajectories for which both 364

L/(L+ S) and Ipeak/N are fixed. For the comparison presented in Fig. 6 simulations 365
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with varying αX and αI were used to bin the resulting L/(L+ S) and Ipeak/N within 366

about 0.5% accuracy. 367

4 Discussion 368

By mid 2020, the world-wide Covid-19 pandemic has entered a second phase. In most 369

countries and regions the initial exponential growth phase has been contained to an 370

extent that official case counts dropped substantially after the first peak. For the 371

majority of countries and regions it is therefore possible to define an endpoint d′ of the 372

first wave. Here we used a simple criterion, namely a 70% drop in case numbers. 373

Subsequent to the first wave, the development of the Corona epidemic is showing a large 374

variety of functional dependencies. 375

For a large number of Covid-19 outbreaks we analyzed the first wave in terms of an 376

effective SIR model, the controlled SIR model. The basic assumption is that 377

containment policies can be parametrized by two parameters, αX and αI , which 378

describe how much emphasis is placed respectively on long- and short-term control. 379

This does not imply that containment in terms of a reduction of the basic reproduction 380

factor is constant, but that the dependence of the reproduction factor on total and daily 381

case counts is given by a functionally constant feedback loop. For a wide range of 382

countries and US states we find that the official case and death counts are described 383

well by the controlled SIR model. This observation allows to extract country-specific 384

containment parameters, αX and αI . Containment success is found to go hand in hand 385

with an emphasis on long-term control, with short-term control being more likely to be 386

followed by an endemic state. 387

Two types of time-lines can be used to analyse Covid-19 outbreaks, one based on 388

daily cases and another on daily fatalities. In this study we examined in particular the 389

death toll, showing that daily and cumulative fatalities provide reliable data sources. 390

This framework is based on the assumption that the success of medical therapies does 391

not change substantially over the course of the observation period, here the first wave. 392

Given the accuracy of the modelling, this assumption sees a posteriori justification, 393

which is strengthened furthermore by the observation that case and fatality counts scale 394

in phase-space representation, as shown in Fig. 3. 395

A particular interesting result of our analysis concerns the predictability of the 396

medical load. As a measure we compare the cumulative number of fatalities over two 397

periods of identical length, typically several weeks, just before and just after the peak of 398

the first wave. In this regard, we find that the medical load increases on the average by 399

33% after the peak. This is quite a remarkable observation, in our view, given that the 400

Covid-19 outbreaks vary substantially in between countries. 401
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